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Date

MASL#

Program Title

21 Jan - 01 Feb

P179548

MS

04 - 15 Feb

P170024

PR&R

Defense Governance

04-15 Mar

P159200

IDARM

Principles of Defense Acquisition Management

18-29 Mar

P159202

IDARM

Principles of Defense Procurement & Contracting

01-10 Apr

P179069

IDARM

International Defense Acquisition Negotiations

01-12 Apr

P179018

CTFP

15-26 Apr

P179548

MS

Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security

29 Apr - 03 May

P170370

IDT

Cybersecurity Policy & Practice

06-17 May

P170001

IDT

Executive Program in Defense Decision Making

20-24 May

P170472

PR&R

Disaster Management

27 May - 07 Jun

P170475

PR&R

Civil-Military Coordination in Disaster Relief

03-14 Jun

P170036

AFRICA

Governance & Security in Sub-Saharan Africa (FRENCH)

17-28 Jun

P179623

IDARM

Principles of Defense Acquisition & Contract Management (SPANISH)

08-19 Jul

P179018

CTFP

22 Jul - 02 Aug

P179548

MS

05-16 Aug

P173019

PR&R

Security Risks of Refugees & Displaced Persons

19-30 Aug

P171063

PR&R

Reintegration of Ex-Combatants & Violent Extremists

02-13 Sep

P179018

CTFP

Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism

16-27 Sep

P179548

MS

Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security

21 Oct - 01 Nov

P159200

IDARM

Principles of Defense Acquisition Management

04-15 Nov

P159202

IDARM

Principles of Defense Procurement & Contracting

18-27 Nov

P179069

IDARM

International Defense Acquisition Negotiations

04-15 Nov

P170001

IDT

Executive Program in Defense Decision Making

18-29 Nov

P170009

INTEL

Intelligence, Policy, & Democracy

02-13 Dec

P170030

PR&R

Managing Ethnic Conflict & Religious Violence

02-13 Dec

P179548

MS

Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security

09-20 Dec

P170036

AFRICA

Governance & Security in Sub-Saharan Africa

Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security (Africa Regional Focus)

Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism

Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism
Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security (Asia-Pacific Regional Focus)
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Combating Terrorism Fellowship Program (CTFP)
P179018 - Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism

This course provides a thorough understanding of terrorism in all its forms,
emphasizing strategy formulation and international cooperation. The program utilizes case studies and a table top exercise to stimulate discussion;
which assist in providing participants with the insight needed to design successful strategies to defeat terrorist networks, protect citizens and property,
and address the root causes of terrorism.

International Defense Acquisition Resource
Management (IDARM)
P159200 - Principles of Defense Acquisition Management

This course provides a theoretical examination of defense acquisition and
logistics combined with practical application in a variety of national settings.
Additionally, international best practices are discussed along with the challenges associated with implementation.

P159202 - Principles of Defense Procurement &
Contracting

This course provides a practical examination of defense procurement and
contracting issues. It includes a comparative analysis of US, EU, and NATO
models of contracting. Course participants examine the methodologies that
ensure needs-based requirements, work in groups to develop and issue requests for tender, and apply reasoned decision making in supplier selection.
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Prevention, Relief, & Recovery (PR&R)
P170024 - Defense Governance

This seminar examines the fundamentals of governance within the defense
sector in order to strengthen participants’ performance in their particular
position as well as equip them to support capacity-building efforts within their
system. Topics addressed include: the design of various governance approaches and the necessary functions within defense governance such as: policy/
strategy development, human and financial resource management, logistics,
and relationships/responsibilities between actors.

P170475 - Civil-Military Coordination in Disaster Relief

This seminar emphasizes the knowledge and process skills that are needed for
government civilian agencies, non-governmental organizations, inter-governmental organizations, and the armed forces to work more effectively alongside
each other in disaster response at home and abroad.

P170472 - Disaster Management

This course provides an overview of the approaches countries use to mitigate, prepare for, and respond to disasters or emergencies of many types.
It introduces contemporary topics of disaster management such as crisis
logistics, urban/rural differences, inter-ministerial and inter-level coordination,
and emerging technologies for disaster management. Participants will gain a
solid grounding in the organizational structures, strategies, and implementation
processes to apply to their own country challenges and circumstances.

P173019 - Security Risks of Refugees & Displaced Persons

The course focuses on planning and preparing for negotiations with a special
emphasis on negotiation of complex issues in a multi-cultural environment.
Extensive in-class negotiations are conducted. Course participants learn
their negotiating style preference and how and when to adapt their negotiation style given the behavior and goals of the parties.

The response to migration and displacement crises is a recurrent requirement
for armed forces and their governments both at home and during international
peace operations. These situations affect both the displaced people and the
host population in dramatic ways that must be addressed in short order. This
course addresses preparation, response, and collaboration with the international community for these crises. Special emphasis is placed on the security
aspects of migration and displacement crises.

P179623 - Principles of Defense Acquisition & Contract
Management

P171063 - Reintegration of Ex-Combatants &
Violent Extremists

P179069 - International Defense Acquisition Negotiations

This course combines both our Defense Acquisition and Contract Management courses into one, with Spanish language instruction.

International Defense Transformation (IDT)
P170370 - Cybersecurity Policy & Practice

This course is intended for nations that are interested in developing capabilities to defend cyberspace from attack. National security, economic prosperity, and citizen safety are threatened daily through exploitation, intrusion or
disruption in cyberspace by criminal, transnational, or regional competitors.
This offering prepares decision makers to effectively consider, design, and
implement policies and practices for safeguarding the use of cyberspace.

P170001 - Executive Program in Defense Decision Making

The program has been structured to emphasize the impact of transformation
on security and defense decision making in contemporary global environment. Main themes include: threat assessment, development of national
security strategies, capability-based approaches, defense institution building,
roles and missions of security and defense forces, and intelligence structures
and processes.

AFRICA Program
P170036 - Governance & Security in Sub-Saharan Africa

The main theme of this program is to examine the interfaces between security
and governance common to developing countries in the region. An important
aspect of discussion will be to distinguish between traditional security (the
state level) and human security (the individual level), and to discuss how (or if)
governments should use armed forces to do both.

Dealing with ex-fighters as a conflict winds down or a peace agreement is
implemented or as they leave violent extremist organizations is tremendously
difficult yet hugely important for achieving durable peace. This course provides
practical approaches and best practices from integration into the national
security forces to community-based reintegration to de-radicalization programs
among others.

P170030 - Managing Ethnic Conflict & Religious Violence

The workshop introduces contemporary thinking on what causes and animates
ethnic and religious tensions and violence. Participants learn conflict analysis,
conflict management, and conflict resolution techniques appropriate for use in
the home countries or within international peace operations. In addition, the
topics of prevention and recovery are also explored.

Maritime Security Program (MS)
P179548 - Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security

This course evaluates and prioritizes all maritime transnational threats to participating nations; distinguishes maritime terrorism from piracy and examines
ways to deal with both phenomena; defines ‘Maritime Domain Awareness’ and
the capacity of participating nations to deliver ‘Maritime Governance;’ discusses the impact of ‘Illegal Maritime Trafficking’; and examines port security issues.

Intelligence & Democracy Program (INTEL)
P170009 - Intelligence, Policy, & Democracy

This course aims to assist countries in consolidating their democracies from
the perspective of institutionalizing democratic intelligence systems, with
particular focus on the role and contribution of policymakers to reform.

